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Employee
Spotlight
Amanda Warren
Supervisor- Workers’ Comp
This month our employee spotlight is on Amanda Warren, Supervisor in our Workers’ Comp Department.
This article is bittersweet because Amanda will be leaving the firm shortly to pursue a dream of hers. She will
surely be missed by all, including her longtime clients, but we wish her nothing but the best. Amanda will always
hold a special place in the heart of the BJM Law family. Amanda started with the firm in July of 2014. Throughout
the years here at the firm she grew both personally and professionally, and in 2019 Amanda was promoted from
Workers’ Comp Paralegal to Supervisor. Her passion for law is apparent and that is why we know she will do well
no matter where her journey takes her.
Amanda loves to read, bake and garden. We hope she will come back to help maintain the BJM Law
Garden we intended to start this Spring. Without her green thumb, who knows what will happen! Hopefully she
will leave us with a few pointers. She has brought in countless baked goods and treats for us to enjoy, and this
always made for an even happier work environment, which is yet another reason we will miss her!
Family is the most important thing to BJM Law which is why we pride ourselves on #ourbjmteamisfamily.
Throughout the years, we have seen Amanda’s beautiful family grow and we will miss the visits from her
children, each one so different than the other. The stories about her children were priceless and will not be
forgotten. Please take a moment with us to wish Amanda well on her new journey!!!

BJM Law Happenings - January
BJM Law started off 2020 with a bang. The team is finally settled in the new building and open floor set up, and
boy oh boy was it a big change from what the team was used to. Brian presented BJM Law 2020 Vision and we
are on a path to making our team, as well as the firm, better than ever. Communication and training is key and
that goes for team members and clients alike.

BJM Law Happenings Continued…
Each month, Team members have the opportunity to
nominate their colleagues for “Do Goods”. This means that they
felt an act of kindness, a helpful assist or anything that may
have stood out to them was recognized in a positive way. Who
ever receives the “Do Good” gets to choose a gift card or BJM
bucks as a reward.
Incentives are essential in BJM Law’s opinion. We truly
believe that because we spend more time at work than we do in
our own homes that a positive, happy and healthy work
environment is vital to succeed.
This month for various reasons the following team members
received 1 or more “Do Goods.”
Pedro Roman, Yachai Reilly, Vicki Williams, Joseph Brown,
Lindsay Santiago, Stephanie Rios, Andrew Sileo, AJ Thompson
Congrats to all who were nominated!!!
We will be having our first International food day in February
so stay tuned for February’s Newsletter, and our next Employee
Spotlight!

